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Abstract 
This paper analyzed the present domestic and foreign financial forecasting 
situation of listed companies and it is based on least squares support vector 
machines. According to our country’s capital markets, 44 listed companies are 
modeling data samples, 10 listed companies are forecasting data samples, and 
building financial forecasting model of listed companies obtains satisfaction 
financial forecasting results. The empirical study results show that we may use 
entirely least squares support vector machines methods to build financial fo-
recasting models, and to distinguish financial credit risks of listed companies; 
comparing to traditional statistical methods and neural network methods, fi-
nancial forecasting method based on least squares support vector machines is 
an ideal listed company’s financial forecasting method. It is used to extensive 
fields that have high extending value. 
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1. Introduction 

Recently, financial forecasting has been widely draw attention by the academic, 
financial worker and government. As one of the most important areas of finan-
cial market, capital market has been developed for approximately 20 years. In-
vestment rules such as bonds, stocks, funds as well as financial derivatives are 
well accepted by citizens, but there still exists many manipulate behaviors in 
capital market. Listed company’s boards and managers change the company’s 
financial data to make fraud, aiming to sell their shares with a high price to make 
a huge fortune; this could hurt other financial institutes and share holders. There 
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are many listed companies being special treated because of abnormal financial 
situation. Therefore, in order to protect the sustainable development of capital 
market, it becomes a key issue that how to apply advanced scientific approaches 
to forecast listed company’s financial situation. This can help to create a fair 
contended market atmosphere and enhance the credit awareness of listed com-
pany as well as regulate the company’s finance more correctly. Traditional fi-
nancial forecast approaches such as statistic and BP neural net can’t solve the 
problems because of the features such as small sample, part minima, high-di- 
mension, function approach and poor classification ability, slow learning speed 
as well as instruction in need. A new financial forecasting approach which is 
based on Least Squares Support Vector Machines is in need to adapt to the com-
plex capital market. This classification can overcome the problems listed above 
so as to improve the quality of financial forecasting. Therefore, the research in 
this article could not only enrich the theory and approaches of financial fore-
casting, but also has a significant influence to most investors, entrepreneurs, 
government regulators and the health of capital market. The quality of the fi-
nancial forecast will have a direct impact on the company’s risk management 
and cost control; it also generates a profound influence on the financial regula-
tions, commercial banks, investment banks, fund companies, insurance compa-
nies as well as other listed companies. 

2. Literature 

In other countries, the research of financial forecasting went through some 
phases: qualitative analysis, statistic methods and market value based methods, 
qualitative analysis include 5C elements analysis (Character, Capacity, Capital, 
Collateral, Condition) and LAPP principles (Liquidity, Activity, Profitability, 
Potentialities), DuPont Financial analysis system and Walter Weight Method. 
All these methods have a common flaw that is there are too much subjectivity, it 
is easily influenced by people’s subjectivity, in order to overcome the weakness 
of qualitative analysis methods such as poor comprehensive analysis ability, 
lacking integrated generalization, lacking quantitative analysis, foreign countries 
began to use statistic analysis method since 1960s, Beaver [1] first introduced the 
forecasting function of financial variables into empirical area, he established the 
single variable financial forecasting model; Altman [2] then introduced the dual 
variables statistic analysis methods into financial forecasting. However, the sta-
tistic analysis methods require strict data such as the data should obey multiva-
riable normal distribution and the data shouldn’t have Multicollinearity as well 
as the paired sample covariance matrix should be the same and so on. But in re-
ality, the data is difficult to meet this requirement. Therefore, fellow-up scholars 
adopted the Probit or Logistic methods to establish model, Ohlson, J. A. [3] 
suggested using Logistic regression to build financial forecasting model, the dif-
ferent effect was more significant than the researches before. Collin R.A. and 
R.D. Green [4] proved that the effect of Logistic model was better than that of 
multivariate analysis model. In the 80s and 90s of 20th century, as the technolo-
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gy developed, neural network was introduced into financial forecasting; it can 
overcome the non-normal, non-linear financial forecasting problem. But it can’t 
solve the problems such as small sample, part minima, high-dimension, function 
approach and poor classification ability, slow learning speed etc. Many financial 
forecast models were build in the late 90s 20th century, the most representative 
is Credit Metrics established by JP Morgen Bank in 1997 which is based on VaR 
model as well as KMV model developed by KMV company. But during estab-
lishing the Credit Metrics model, we need to confirm several parameters such as 
rating migration matrix, the correlation coefficient between assets, long-term 
yield, etc. These parameters come from long time data statistic, so far there sel-
dom exist similar statistic data in China, it is not easy to gather large amount of 
data in a short time. Therefore, at present the confirmed parameters problem 
can’t be solved if we want to establish the Credit Metrics financial forecasting 
model. 

Chinese scholars started to research financial forecasting since 90s 20th cen-
tury, Suchas: Chen, X. [5], Cheng, P. [6], Lv, C. J. [7], Wang, C. F., Zhang, W. 
[8], Wu, S. N. [9], Yang, S. E., et al. [10], Yu, L. A., Wang, S. Y. [11], Zhang, M., 
et al. [12], Zhu, S. Q. [13] [14] et al. These scholars published some research pa-
pers. For instance, Wu, S. N., et al. [9] used Fisher’s linear discriminate, linear 
regression and Logistic regression these three methods analysis listed company, 
it turned out: in terms of the same data set, Logistic model got the best result. Lv, 
C. J. [7] did some empirical research on company’s financial status and result 
show that profitability, asset-liability ratio, firm size company have a significant 
influence on the financial crisis. 

In conclusion, most of the research about financial forecasting is accom-
plished by classical statistic and neural network methods, these methods can’t 
solve the problems such as small sample, part minima, high-dimension, function 
approach and poor classification ability, slow learning speed etc. In order to 
solve these problems listed above, we need to explore new financial forecasting 
methods to adjust the complicated capital market. Fortunately the classifying 
method Support Vector Machines based on the Statistical learning theory can 
solve these problems. Therefore, after inheriting and integrating the achieve-
ments made by domestic and abroad, this article which use the China listed 
company financial data set as the sample data try to apply the least square Sup-
port Vector Machines to analyze the listed companies’ financial forecasting. We 
adopt the Least Squares Support Vector Machines to build the twice classifica-
tion model and simulate analysis. 

3. LSSVM Method 

The traditional statistics and neural network classification method are effective 
with enough samples, but in the practical application, this premise is generally 
unable to be satisfied, therefore, some theorical learning approaches are matural 
yet not applicable in reality Back propagation neural network (BPNN), radial 
basis function neural network(RBFN) et al. have some difficult problems, such 
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as the problem that how to ascertain the network structure, the over-fitting 
problem, the local minima problem. These are essentially because the contradic-
tions of infinite sample in theory and finite sample in practice. Unlike the tradi-
tional statistics and neural network, Vapnik et al. proposed the statistical learn-
ing theory in 1968, devoted to the small-sample statistics theory. In 1995, based 
on statistical learning, Vapnik et al. presented the support vector machine theory 
to study how to continue pattern recognition and regression prediction within 
limited learning samples. It can solve small sample, non-linear, high dimension 
and local minima problems, so as to overcome the inherent defects of traditional 
statistics and neural network. 

LSSVM model is a modified SVM regression; it uses the least square linear 
system instead of the quadratic programming in the traditional support vector 
machine to solve the problem of pattern recognition. The LSSVM reclassified  
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4. Variable Selection and Modeling Samples 

We mainly consider the earnings per share (EPS), return on equity (ROE), net 
asset value per share (NAVPS), Operating revenue per share, net cash flow per 
share and other financial factors as the financial indicators of listed companies,. 
The data acquisition in this paper comes from RESSET/DB, which is developed 
by Zhu Shiwu, professor at the school of economics and management, Tsinghua 
University. 

The web address is: http://www.resset.cn/cn/homepage.jsp. We selected the 54 
typical listing companies—mainly industrial manufacturing companies as the 
data sample in Table 1. 

5. Least Squares Support Vector Machine (LSSVM)  
Experimental Modeling and Simulation Results 

Download the advanced version of Matlab: LS-SVM lab1.5 for Windows from 
LS-SVM lab Toolbox at http://www.esat.kuleuven.ac.be/sista/lssvmlab/ for mod-
eling and simulation, and run it under the matlab content environment. 

We conduct the empirical study by 54 listing companies with normal financial 
condition, the front 44 companies are considered as training dataset, remaining 
set of 10 data are considered as the testing dataset. The whole modeling process 
and simulation results are as follows: 

>>X= [−0.02 −0.0241 0.84 0.22 0.05; 0.01 0.01041 0.16 0.01 0.94 0.31; −0.03 
−0.027 0.07;...]% 44 listed company’s financial data are considered as training 
dataset to construct the model 

>>Y= [1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 
1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1];% we use symbol 1 as normal in the 44 listed 
company according to their financial features. 

> > gam = 10;% set penalty factor parameter 
> > sig2 = 0.2;% set radial basis kernel function σ2 parameter  
> > type ='classification';% set classification type parameters  
>> [alpha, b] = trainlssvm ({X, Y, type, GAM, sig2,'RBF_kernel'});% The de-

sign values of the σ will be determined during the training of LSSVM 
>>Xtest= [0.01 0.00857 0.79 0.2 0.02 0.05 0.0262 1.8 0.28 0.09;... −0.02 −0.0508 

0.38 −0.04]., 4.73;% 10 listed company’s data to estimate the model performance. 
 
Table 1. 54 listed companies’ financial data. 

Stock code EPS ROE NAVPS 
Operating  
revenue  

per share 

net cash  
flow per  

share 

financial 
situation 

identifier 

000004 −0.02 −0.0241 0.84 0.22 0.05 Normal 1 

000008 0.01 0.0104 1 0.16 0.01 Norma 1 

000018 −0.03 −0.027 0.94 0.31 0.07 Norma 1 

… … … … … … … ... 

900939 −0.03 −0.071 0.38 0.26 0.1 Norma 1 

900946 −0.02 −0.0508 0.38 4.73 -0.04 Norma 1 

http://www.resset.cn/cn/homepage.jsp
http://www.esat.kuleuven.ac.be/sista/lssvmlab/
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>>Ytest = simlssvm ({X, Y, type, GAM, sig2,'RBF_kernel'}, {alpha, b}, Xtest);% 
10 listed company’s data are considered as testing dataset to estimate the model 
performance 

>>Ytest =1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 % the performance of the 10 listed company’s da-
ta，and symbol 1 means normal 

6. Results Analysis and Conclusion 

In this paper, we use the listed companies’ financial data from China’s capital 
market in December 2008 to model and simulate support vector machine for 54 
non-ST companies’ financial situation. It indicated that: after applying the least 
squares support vector machines on 44 companies financial data to establish the 
model, we use another 10 companies with this model; the simulating results 
were exactly the same with what the financial was expect to be evaluated; simu-
lation accuracy reached 100%; this verifies that this research method is high 
useful in capital market. 

Notice that compared with the traditional statistical and neural network me-
thods, least squares support vector machine has the following advantages: (1 
This method is specialized for finite samples; the goal is to get the optimal value 
within the existing information rather than the optimal value when the number 
of samples tends to be infinite in classical statistic. (2 This approach turns to the 
quadratic program so as to obtain the integrate optimum and avoid the local ex-
treme value of classical neural network method. 3) LSSVM transforms the non- 
linear to high dimension space, constructs linear discriminant function in the 
high dimension space to replace the nonlinear discriminant function of the ini-
tial space. In other words, SVM turns the non-linear separable in low dimension 
space to hyperplane linearly separable in high dimension space. The property 
can guarantee that the machine has good generalization ability, and solves “curse 
of dimensionality”, then the complexity of this method is independent with the 
dimension of the sample. Therefore, the application of least squares (LSSVM) 
method in China capital market can effectively identify the listing corporation’s 
financial risk, compared with the classical statistics and neural network method; 
this method has its unique advantages, and it will be widely used in the future. 
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